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Will gave his graphic touch to Tif & Tondu, a classic of European
comics, before sending Isabelle on her wonderful way. His latest
albums, published in the “Aire Libre” collection, bask beneath the sun
put into direct colours. To mark the release of Le Jardin des Couleurs,
an art book published jointly by Aire Libre and Champaka Brussels,
Galerie Champaka presents a sampling of works of exceptional
quality. In colours and in India ink.
The Art of Colour
Will is often classified as “a man of one series” and an expert with a black
line which goes to the essential. In fact, colour has always been his favourite
companion. It follows him from his youth, a period which saw him discover
the light of the Mediterranean. So the upper floor of the Gallerie Champaka
is dedicated to the triumph of colour. First with 5 pages from each of his
“Aire Libre” albums : Le jardin des désirs, La 27e Lettre and L’appel de l’enfer.
These wonders created for comics resonate with illustrations made for
“Tintin”, watercolours and gouaches made for animation projects adapting
Isabelle and the Marsupilami, and portraits (in paint and wash) of ladies with
the most exquisite charms.
India Ink
Discovering the black and white originals is equivalent to discovering the
hidden side of Tif et Tondu and Isabelle. With Will, India ink is king. The lower
level of the gallery shows two periods of his collaborations with Maurice Rosy.
The first selection focuses on three albums of detective stories from the late
‘50s and early ‘60s: Plein Gaz, La villa du Long Cri and Choc au Louvre. A
second sampling is dedicated to three stories bathed in a mysterious, even
dream-like atmosphere: Les flèches de nulle part, Le réveil de Toar and Le
grand combat. The component of fantasy dear to Will takes on new meaning
in the pages of Isabelle, his favourite series.
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